[1] Temperature and ozone observations from the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) on the EOS Aura satellite are used to study equatorial wave activity in the autumn of 2005. In contrast to previous observations for the same season in other years, the temperature anomalies in the middle and lower tropical stratosphere are found to be characterized by a strong wave-like eastward progression with zonal wave number equal to 3. Extended empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis reveals that the wave 3 components detected in the temperature anomalies correspond to a slow Kelvin wave with a period of 8 days and a phase speed of 19 m/s. Fluctuations associated with this Kelvin wave mode are also apparent in ozone profiles. Moreover, as expected by linear theory, the ozone fluctuations observed in the lower stratosphere are in phase with the temperature perturbations, and peak around 20-30 hPa where the mean ozone mixing ratios have the steepest vertical gradient. A search for other Kelvin wave modes has also been made using both the MLS observations and the analyses from one experiment where MLS ozone profiles are assimilated into the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) data assimilation system via a 6-hourly 3D var scheme. Our results show that the characteristics of the wave activity detected in the ECMWF temperature and ozone analyses are in good agreement with MLS data. 
Introduction
[2] Equatorial Kelvin waves are special types of gravity waves, which propagate both vertically and zonally in the eastward direction, while being meridionally confined within about 15°of the equator. They are primarily excited by heating due to tropical deep convention [e.g., Holton, 1973; Salby and Garcia, 1987] , and play an important role in troposphere-stratosphere exchange by carrying eastward momentum into the stratosphere from the troposphere and transporting stratospheric ozone into the troposphere [Fujiwara and Takahashi, 2001] . Kelvin waves have substantial effects on the global circulation, and can modify the thermal structure of the tropical tropopause [Boehm and Verlinde, 2000] . Recent studies [e.g., Canziani and Holton, 1998 ] also suggest that Kelvin waves are important in driving the westerly phase of the quasi-biennial oscillations (QBOs) observed in zonal winds.
[3] Fast and slow Kelvin wave modes [Canziani and Holton, 1998] have been identified at different altitudes from ground-based [e.g., Shimizu and Tsuda, 1997] as well as satellite-borne observations on meteorological fields. For example, fast Kelvin waves with periods as short as 3 days have been found in the upper stratospheric temperatures from the Limb Infrared Monitoring of the Stratosphere (LIMS) experiments [Salby et al., 1984] . From the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) on the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS), Mote et al. [2002] identified 4 wave modes in the middle and lower stratosphere, which fall near the boundary between the slow and fast Kelvin waves. Recently, from the GPS radio occultation measurements, Randel and Wu [2005] observed slow Kelvin waves of zonal wave number 1 propagating from the tropopause into the lower stratosphere with periods of about 20 days. Moreover, the existing observations suggest the dominance of low zonal wave numbers (<3) in the stratospheric Kelvin waves, and particularly, in those observed in the lower stratosphere, although signatures for fast Kelvin waves of zonal wave number 3 have been found in the middle and upper stratosphere [e.g., Hitchman and Leovy, 1988] .
[4] Kelvin waves also induce fluctuations in the atmospheric constituents through advection or by changing the temperature-dependent chemical processes. Several investigations have been made to establish the relation between variations in ozone and temperature associated with wave activity [see, e.g., Randel, 1990; Randel and Gille, 1991] . While Timmermans et al. [2005a Timmermans et al. [ , 2005b found a clear in-phase relation between the observed ozone fluctuations from the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) and the temperature perturbations in the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA-40 reanalysis, less conclusive results were obtained for UARS MLS temperature and ozone observations [Mote and Dunkerton, 2004] .
[5] The present study extends previous work by using temperature and ozone observations from the Microwave Limb Sounder on the EOS Aura satellite, which was launched in 2004 [Waters et al., 2006] . Here, we focus on a 60-day period from 15 August to 13 October 2005, since during this period, as shown in Figure 1 for the time evolution of the averaged Lomb periodogram values [e.g., Timmermans et al., 2005b] for the eastward waves detected in the EOS MLS temperature and ozone observations, there is a dramatic increase in the wave power of zonal wave number 3 in the lower tropical stratosphere. Such an unusual power surge is interesting, considering that the stratospheric Kelvin waves can be used to diagnose deep convection, and that evidence from the ECMWF reanalysis ERA-15 suggests that Kelvin waves with zonal wave number larger than 2 have important contributions to the wave activity in that vertical range [Tindall et al., 2006] . However, to our knowledge, no previous observation reveals clear and consistent signatures for strong Kelvin waves of zonal wave number 3 in the lower tropical stratosphere.
[6] To some extent, the successful detection of Kelvin waves of zonal wave number 3 reflects the characteristics of EOS MLS temperature and ozone observations: good precision, high vertical resolution and relatively dense spatial and temporal coverage with nearly 1000 profiles daily available between 25°S and 25°N. Similarly, inspection of the corresponding signatures in the meteorological analyses generated by various weather centers helps to evaluate their data assimilation systems. The data sets from the ECMWF reanalysis (ERA-15 and ERA-40) have been shown to be useful in studying Kelvin waves [Straub and Kiladis, 2002; Timmermans et al., 2005b] . The features of the Kelvin waves detected in the UK Met Office (UKMO) temperature and wind analyses [Swinbank and O'Neill, 1994] were also found to be in reasonable agreement with UARS MLS [Amodei et al., 2001] . However, Mote et al. [2002] noted the absence of the signatures in the National Center for Environment Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis for some Kelvin waves observed in UARS MLS temperature profiles. In fact, for most data assimilation systems, deep convection is underresolved in the adopted general circulation model (GCM), while the assimilated information on the stratospheric temperature mainly comes from radiance measurements by nadir instruments with poor vertical resolution. So, the accuracy of their description of the stratospheric Kelvin waves needs detailed evaluation. Here, we are particularly interested in the dynamic consistency of the fluctuations in the analyzed tropical stratospheric ozone field with the temperature perturbations, considering the deficiencies in modeling tropical tracer transport [e.g., Schoeberl et al., 2003] .
[7] The present paper is mainly devoted to the Kelvin waves of zonal wave number 3 detected during the autumn of 2005 in both the EOS MLS observations and the analyses from one experiment where EOS MLS ozone profiles are added to the ECMWF data assimilation system of version CY28R1. Section 2 is a brief description of these data sets. In section 3, analysis based on extended empirical orthogonal functions is used to identify Kelvin wave modes of zonal wave number 3 from variations in MLS temperature and ozone observations. In section 4, examination of the Note that averaging has been made over 4 pressure levels (i.e., 46.4, 31.6, 21.5 and 10 hPa) and 6 separate frequencies between 0.05 to 0.2 cpd (i.e., periods from 5 to 20 days).
ECMWF temperature and ozone analyses reveals the same Kelvin wave mode of zonal wave number 3. Finally, a summary is given in section 5. The early validation of this data set is described by Froidevaux et al. [2006] .
[9] MLS temperature observations are considered to be useful in the vertical range between 0.001 hPa and 316 hPa. Like other standard MLS products, the temperature retrievals of version 1.51 are given at a vertical grid of fixed pressure levels, which has 6 levels per factor of 10 in pressure (i.e., 316, 215, 147, 100, 68.1, 46 .4 hPa, and so on) between 1000 and 0.1 hPa. However, their vertical resolution (width of the averaging kernel) is estimated to be about 4 km in the middle stratosphere, degrading to about 6 km at 1 hPa and 100 hPa. Globally, MLS temperature data are in reasonable agreement with coincident satellite observations with 0-3 K positive bias in the middle and upper stratosphere. (Early indications are that in the forthcoming version 2.2 of the data this will be replaced by a small negative bias of perhaps 2 K.)
[10] In version 1.51, the standard ozone product is taken from radiometer R3:240 GHz [Froidevaux et al., 2006] , and is considered to be useful in the vertical range between 0.46 and 215 hPa, although there is clearly useful ozone information into the upper mesosphere. Early validation shows that MLS ozone data are in good agreement with SAGE II (the Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment II) and HALOE (the Halogen Occultation Experiment) ozone observations: over the whole pressure range between 1 and 100 hPa, the agreement with HALOE is about 5%. The vertical resolution of the retrieved MLS ozone profiles is about 2.7 km over the pressure range 0.2 to 147 hPa, degrading to about 4 km at 215 hPa.
[11] In this study, the daily MLS observations between 10°S and 10°N are averaged into longitude bins of width 18°. Normally, each bin contains more than 10 temperature and ozone profiles, helping to reduce random observation errors. Our tests show that using higher longitudinal resolution does not affect our results for zonal wave number 1 to 3 significantly. Alternatively, MLS data can be mapped along the equator by using various synoptic mapping techniques [Salby, 1982; Elson and Froidevaux, 1993] . Here, we are interested in a phenomenon with timescale longer than 3 days and without diurnal dependence. Hence a more straightforward approach is adopted. In addition, a band-pass filter has been introduced to remove components with period longer than 45 days or shorter than 3 days from the gridded ozone and temperature data.
Experimental Assimilation of MLS Ozone Profiles
[12] The operational ozone observations from nadir instruments such as the Solar Backscattering Ultraviolet (SBUV/2) [Bhartia et al., 1996] have long been assimilated into the ECMWF data assimilation system [Dethof and Hólm, 2004] . However, their poor vertical resolution may lead to severe underestimation of the tropical zone peak [Dethof, 2003] . Hence this study examines one experimental data set where EOS MLS ozone profiles are added to the ECMWF data assimilation system via a 3D-Var scheme (R. Brugge et al., 3D-var assimilation of ozone profiles from the Microwave Limb Sounder on the Aura satellite, manuscript in preparation, 2007, hereinafter referred to as Brugge et al., manuscript in preparation, 2007) .
[13] The MLS ozone assimilation experiment is based on the ECMWF data assimilation system of version CY28R1, where the ozone mass mixing ratio is fully integrated as an additional variable. In the ECMWF system, the temporal evolution of the ozone mass mixing ratio is governed by the tracer transport driven by winds as well as the chemical sink/generation represented by a parameterized relaxation toward chemical equilibrium [Dethof and Hólm, 2004] . Besides MLS ozone profiles, operational ozone observations, such as the total ozone columns of SCIAMACHY on the Envisat [Eskes et al., 2005] and the partial ozone columns of SBUV/2 on the NOAA 16 satellite, have also been assimilated into the experimental system. Comparisons with the control run without MLS ozone observations indicate that assimilation of MLS ozone profiles significantly improves the agreement of the analyzed ozone fields with independent (not assimilated) ozone observations (Brugge et al., manuscript in preparation, 2007) . For example, in the tropical lower stratosphere, when MLS ozone profiles are assimilated, the root-mean-square difference between ozone analyses and the coincident ozonesonde measurements is about 10 to 20%, compared to 15-40% for the control run without MLS data.
[14] For simplicity, the present experiment uses ozone climatology in the radiation calculations of the forecast model used. Hence assimilating MLS ozone profiles has little impact on temperature analyses, which are mainly bound by the assimilation of radiance measurements from nadir instruments such as AMSU (the Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit) and AIRS (the Atmospheric InfraRed Sounder). In fact, just as expected, with a comprehensive set of operational observations of various meteorological fields being also assimilated into the experimental system, the resulting temperature and wind analyses are in good agreement with the operational ECMWF data sets. A more detailed description of the ozone assimilation experiment is given by Brugge et al. (manuscript in preparation, 2007) .
[15] The model resolution of the experimental system is chosen to be T159L60, and the analysis time step is 6 hours. In other words, at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC of each experiment day, the temperature, ozone and wind analyses are generated at 60 model vertical levels from the earth surface to 0.1 hPa along a horizontal grid spacing about 120 km. For comparison, the temperature and ozone analyses at each experiment day are interpolated to the MLS pressure levels, before being averaged into the same latitudelongitude bins used in gridding MLS observations. In the following sections, the resulting data sets are referred to as the ECMWF analyses.
Signatures for Kelvin Waves in MLS Observations

Anomalies in MLS Temperature and Ozone Observations
[16] We start by investigating wave-like anomalies detected in the MLS temperature and ozone observations during a 60-day period from 15 August to 13 October 2005. Figure 2 is the time-longitude section (Hovmöller diagram) of the deviations from the mean MLS temperature on the 21.5 hPa surface, presenting clear evidence for eastward progression of temperature anomalies at somewhat mixed frequencies and zonal scales. For example, around day 10 (since 15 August 2005), the contribution of the zonal wave 3 to the observed temperature perturbations is quite apparent, as three regions of positive temperature departures are shown to be centered at longitude 70°, 180°, and 300°, respectively.
[17] Downward phase progression is also clearly observed in the MLS temperature profiles. Figure 3a is the timeheight section of the cosine coefficients for the projection of the temperature anomalies onto the zonal wave number 3. Although only a broad band-pass filter for wave periods between 3 and 45 days is applied in this plot, a coherent downward progression structure is clearly exhibited in the vertical range between 6 and 60 hPa. Its time period is about 8 days. The corresponding sine coefficients (not shown here) show a similar structure but lag a nearly quarter cycle behind the cosine ones. Moreover, the periodic structure and downward phase propagation also appear in the MLS ozone data (Figure 3b ), but with large variations being confined to a small vertical range between 10 and 40 hPa.
Mode Identification
[18] To identify Kelvin modes in the temperature anomalies associated with zonal wave 3, an extended empirical orthogonal function analysis is made on the cosine coefficients shown in Figure 3a . The same technique was used by Mote et al. [2002] in deriving Kelvin wave signatures from UARS MLS temperature data. Here, we use a time window of ±15 days to find wave patterns at the vertical range between 0.1 and 215 hPa. Our results are not sensitive to the choice of the time window nor to the top and bottom pressures. Generally, the extended EOFs for a propagating wave are found as conjugate pairs characterized by nearly equal eigenvalues and similar structure with one quarter cycle time shift between each other [Mote et al., 2002] . The first two extended EOFs for the wave 3 component (cosine) of the MLS temperature anomalies are hence combined and displayed in Figure 4a against lag time and pressure. This extended EOF pair represent more than 26% of the total variance contained by the wave 3 component. In the vertical range 6 -70 hPa, Figure 4a exhibits a coherent vertical structure corresponding to a downward phase propagation at a period of about 8 days. In other words, this wave mode has a zonal phase speed around 19 m/s. In Figure 4b , the principal components (PCs) for the first and second extended EOFs are depicted as a function of the days since 15 August 2005. Clearly, the first two extended PCs are in good quadrature relation, which is further evidence for the propagating wave represented by the extended EOF pair shown in Figure 4a . Note that similar results are also obtained when the same analysis is repeated for the sine coefficients.
[19] Close examination of the wave structure in Figure 4a reveals that the vertical wavelength is about 11 km, com- pared to a value of 12 km calculated from the Kelvin wave dispersion equation [Salby and Garcia, 1987; Timmermans et al., 2005b] :
with the phase speed c given by
[20] In the above equations, w is the wave frequency, k is the zonal wave number, m denotes the vertical wave number and u is the mean zonal wind. The latter is obtained by averaging the wind analyses from the ozone assimilation experiment between 10°S and 10°N for the 60-day time period, and shown in Figure 5a . Also, the Brunt-Väisälä frequency N is defined by
where T denotes the zonal mean MLS temperature profile shown in Figure 5b , z is the vertical coordinate (height), H is the scale height ($7.3 km), c p is the specific heat for constant pressure, and R and g denote the gas constant for dry air and gravity constant, respectively.
[21] In the upper stratosphere, Figure 4a shows a rather chaotic pattern, although the regular patterns in the lower and middle stratosphere apparently represent a propagating wave with vertical wavelength and phase speed satisfying the dispersion relation for Kelvin waves. When damping is ignored, the power of a Kelvin wave in a homogeneous atmosphere is expected to increase exponentially with altitude, while being meridionally confined around the equator [Salby and Garcia, 1987] . The equatorial trapping of the observed eastward zonal wave 3 can be verified in Figure 6 , where the total wave power for periods 5-10 days is displayed in the latitude-pressure section. Here, the FT analysis is made on the MLS temperature data binned into latitude-longitude grids with width of 5°latitude and 24°l ongitude. However, the vertical distribution of the wave power is rather complicated: the wave power rapidly increases with altitude, and peaks around 15 hPa before decreasing at a steep rate for higher altitudes.
[22] When a strong westerly vertical wind sheer exists, rapid dissipation of wave power is expected near the critical level where c = u [Salby and Garcia, 1987] . The ECMWF wind analyses (Figure 5a ) suggest that the mean zonal wind changes from easterly (with maximal speed À25 m/s at 20 hPa) to westerly around 2 hPa, where a dissipation layer could be formed to prevent slow Kelvin waves propagating into the upper stratosphere. However, the observed MLS wave power peaks at a much lower altitude (10 -20 hPa), implying that the main cause for its energy loss is thermal damping [Hitchman and Leovy, 1988; Randel and Wu, 2005] .
Ozone Variations Induced by Kelvin Waves
[23] The same extended EOF analysis is repeated for the MLS ozone observations, and the resulting first and second extended EOFs are displayed in Figure 7 . It is noted that the structure below 10 hPa corresponds to a downward propagation at a period of about 8 days, consistent with the temperature anomalies shown in Figure 4a . However, large ozone perturbations are found to be mainly confined between 15 and 40 hPa, and a disruption to the vertical phase propagation occurs around 10 hPa.
[24] The features seen in Figure 7 can be understood in the framework of linear theory [Salby et al., 1990] , which predicts that when chemical sink/generation can be ignored, perturbations in the ozone volume mixing ratio c 0 are related to the temperature anomaly T 0 via
where c denotes the averaged ozone profiles. Equation (3) implies that when ozone fluctuation is mainly caused by vertical displacement of air parcels, and T 0 has slowly varying amplitude with height, its (ozone's) largest amplitude would appear at the altitude where the mean ozone profile has its steepest vertical gradient. Figure 5c compares the mean ozone profiles from MLS observations with the ECMWF analyses, showing that the ozone mixing ratio increases with height, and reaches its peak around 10 hPa before decreasing gradually. The mean MLS ozone profile has largest vertical gradient around 20-30 hPa, where largest ozone perturbations are seen in both Figures 6 and 3b, consistent with equation (3).
[25] Figure 8a directly compares the wave 3 component (cosine coefficient) of the observed ozone perturbations at 21.5 hPa with that derived from the temperature anomalies using equation (3). It is noted that the ozone fluctuations (the dashed line) are in phase with the temperature perturbations (the dotted line). Moreover, the inferred ozone variation (the solid line) is indeed in good agreement with the observations (but with a slightly overestimated oscillation amplitude). Since in equation (3), only transport effects are taken into account, the good agreement suggests that the vertical displacement of air parcels dominates the cause of the large-scale ozone perturbations observed in the lower tropical stratosphere.
[26] At higher altitudes (Figure 8b ), the ozone perturbations become out phase with the temperature wave, and moreover, the ozone variation inferred from the temperature perturbations accounts for only a small part of the observed oscillations. This result reflects the importance of chemical processes in this vertical range [Randel and Gille, 1991] .
Eastward Tropical Waves Revealed by EOS MLS Observations and ECMWF Analyses
[27] Figure 9 presents the power spectra for the eastward traveling temperature anomalies detected in the MLS data set during the autumn of 2005. Here, the wave powers for zonal wave number k = 1 to 3 are calculated at each MLS pressure level and displayed in Figures 9a -9c , respectively. For frequencies larger than 0.20 cycles per day (cpd) (i.e., wave periods shorter than 5 days), no strong power concentration is found in the stratosphere for zonal waves 1-3. However, around 0.18 cpd, zonal wave 1 (Figure 9a ) exhibits a strong power concentration in the vertical range 0.1-3 hPa. Meanwhile, weaker disturbances of zonal wave 2 and 3 are found at slightly smaller frequencies. Note that the disturbances of zonal wave 2 and 3 are trapped below 2 hPa, reflecting heavier damping for slower waves [Salby and Garcia, 1987] as well as possible dissipation due to the vertical wind shear in the upper stratosphere (see Figure 5a) .
[28] At the lower frequencies, several power peaks are found in the lower stratosphere, and the strongest one appears in zonal wave 3 around 0.13 cpd (period 7 -8 days), which just corresponds to the Kelvin wave mode identified in the previous section. Most previous studies suggest that in the middle and lower stratosphere, zonal wave 1 and 2 account for most of the observed large-scale temperature variations [e.g., Mote et al., 2002; Randel and Wu, 2005] , while weak signatures for high zonal wave numbers (>2) could be attributed to some highly localized perturbations [Shiotani et al., 1997] . In fact, as shown in Figure 1 , MLS temperature and ozone observations also confirm the dominance of zonal wave 1 and 2 at time periods other than the autumn of 2005. The unusual surge of zonal wave 3 is believed to be related to the characteristics of the relevant excitation, and in particular, to the wind conditions in the autumn of 2005. The theoretical simulations by Holton [1973] and Salby and Garcia [1987] suggest that the wave packets generated by deep convection usually consist of different modes, and the most favored mode can be shifted to high zonal wave numbers if the heating source has a quite short timescale. In fact, tropospheric Kelvin waves of high zonal wave numbers (>2) have been revealed in several observations [Wheeler and Kiladis, 1999] . On the other hand, for a given wave frequency, a higher zonal wave number means a lower phase speed, and hence a smaller (westerly) wind speed required to form a dissipation layer to prevent its further upward propagation. So, the strong easterly wind shown in the tropical lower stratosphere during the autumn of 2005 (see Figure 5a ) provides a necessary condition for the propagation of slow Kelvin waves.
[29] As mentioned before, the temperature analyses (referred to as the ECMWF analyses) from the experimental assimilation of MLS ozone are mainly bound by direct assimilation of radiances from nadir instruments, and are essentially independent of MLS temperature data. However, in the lower stratosphere, the wave 3 components of the temperature anomalies in the ECMWF analyses also show a strong power concentration around 0.13 cpd (Figure 10c) , consistent with the slow Kelvin wave of zonal wave number 3 revealed in MLS data. More generally, Figure 10 shows that for zonal wave 1 to 3, the frequencies of the power peaks found in the ECMWF temperature analyses coincide very well with MLS data. On the other hand, their vertical positions in the middle and lower stratosphere are usually shifted toward higher altitudes. Such vertical shifts may partly be attributed to the poor vertical resolution of the operational temperature (radiance) observations assimilated in the experiment, as well as the limited vertical resolution (4 -6 km) of the current MLS temperature retrievals.
[30] Similar FT analysis also reveals several power concentrations from MLS ozone observation (not shown here). These power concentrations peak almost at the same pressure (height) level, where the mean ozone profile shows the largest vertical gradient. More importantly, as shown in Figures 11a and 11b , just like the zonal wave 3, the observed ozone fluctuations of zonal wave 1 and 2 are also in good agreement with those derived from the MLS temperature anomalies using equation (3), highlighting the contribution of the wave-driven vertical displacement of air parcels to the observed large-scale ozone fluctuations in the tropical lower stratosphere. Similar results are presented in Figures 11c and 11d for the ECMWF temperature and ozone analyses after assimilating MLS ozone profiles. Interestingly, although the ECMWF ozone analyses at 21.5 hPa show smaller fluctuation amplitudes for zonal wave 1 -2, their variations are coincident with the temperature waves detected in the temperature analyses. For comparison, Figures 11e and 11f present the results for the control run in which only the operational ozone observations from nadir instruments (SBUV/2 and SCIAMACHY) are assimilated. Obviously, without effective constraints on the lower stratospheric ozone, fluctuations detected in the ozone analyses are very poorly correlated with the temperature perturbations, reflecting the problems in modeling the tropical tracer transport [Schoeberl et al., 2003] .
[31] When the extended EOF analysis is applied to the temperature anomalies of zonal wave number 1 to 3, several Kelvin modes are identified. As one example, Figures 12a -12c present the first two extended EOFs extracted from the zonal wave 1 to 3 components (cosine) of the ECMWF temperature analyses. Note that the pattern shown in Figure 12c corresponds to a Kelvin wave of zonal wave number 3, and is essentially the same as that derived from the MLS temperature data (see Figure 4a) . The pattern seen in Figure 12b represents one slow Kelvin wave of zonal wave number 2, which propagates in the middle and lower stratosphere at a phase speed of 23 m/s and a period of about 10 days. Its vertical wavelength is estimated to be 13 km, compared to a value of 12 km from the dispersion equation. The same mode is also identified in the MLS observations but from the pattern represented by the extended EOFs 3 and 4 (not shown here).
[32] Figure 12a shows a clear periodic downward (phase) propagation at the pressure range between 0.3 and 5 hPa. This regular wave-like pattern corresponds to the strong Here, the period, phase speed (referred to as C) and the estimated vertical wavelengths (referred to as VW) are given in the title of each subplot.
power concentration seen around the frequencies 0.16 -0.2 cpd in Figure 10a . It possibly represents a fast Kelvin mode of period $5 days and phase speed about 93 m/s. While it has many Kelvin wave features, such as the trapped power distribution in the meridional direction, the vertical wavelength estimated from Figure 12a is about 21 km (24 km for MLS data), quite different from 30 km given by the dispersion equation. However, estimation of the wind speed at the top of stratosphere is problematic, because of the strong vertical wind shear as well as the large uncertainty in the ECMWF wind analyses. As a result, large errors may occur in the wavelength estimated from the dispersion relation due to the unreliable wind speed.
Summary
[33] We have used FT and extended EOF analysis to identify Kelvin modes from the EOS MLS temperature and ozone observations during the autumn of 2005. A Kelvin wave mode with zonal wave number equal to 3 is identified in the middle and lower stratosphere. This mode represents a slow Kelvin wave of phase speed $19 m/s and vertical wavelength $11 km. It exhibits coherent temperature fluctuations in the vertical range between 6 and 60 hPa, with the largest amplitude (up to 2 K) seen around 20 hPa. It also induces fluctuations in the tropical stratospheric ozone, which may reach 0.2 ppmv at the altitude with the largest vertical gradient of the mean ozone profile. Moreover, in the lower stratosphere, the observed ozone fluctuations exhibit a clear in-phase relation with the temperature anomalies, as expected by linear theory for the ozone variations caused by the wave-driven vertical displacement of air parcels. However, in the other time periods, EOS MLS observations suggest that zonal wave 1 and 2 dominate the wave activity detected in the middle and lower tropical stratosphere, consistent with previous satellite-borne observations. The wind condition during the autumn of 2005 allows the propagation of slow Kelvin waves in the tropical middle and lower stratosphere. However, the excitation of a strong Kelvin wave of zonal wave 3 in the absence of stronger signatures for zonal wave 1 or 2 is of great interest, and deserves further investigation.
[34] The same Kelvin mode of zonal wave number 3 is also found in the experimental ECMWF analyses where ozone profiles from EOS MLS are assimilated along with other operational observations. Our study shows that the Kelvin wave activity described by the ECMWF temperature analysis is in good agreement with EOS MLS observations. In particular, after assimilating the vertically resolved ozone data from EOS MLS, the large-scale fluctuations in the analyzed tropical stratospheric ozone field become more consistent with the temperature perturbations, and can be used to derive useful information on the equatorial Kelvin waves. However, compared to MLS temperature observations, the wave power concentrations detected in the ECMWF temperature analyses are generally shifted toward higher altitudes. Such vertical shifts may partially be caused by the poor vertical resolution of the operational temperature observations. At the meantime, the possible relation of this discrepancy with deficiencies in modeling wave excitation and dissipation will be further explored in the future study using the improved MLS retrievals of version 2.2.
